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Morning assembly undoubtedly holds a numero uno position of all the routine activities in a 
school. It aids community participation and as well as to develop the skills of the children 
on the count of the healthy competitive spirit between different groups. Probably it is the 
first platform which is provided to the young minds, boosting their confidence towards 
public speaking and imbibing a spirit in their nascent minds. 

Keeping up with the same, the value education assembly was conducted by the students of 
TG-7 and TG-8 under the able guidance of Dr. Lilu Ram and Dr. Neelam Paul. 

Students of both B.Ed 2nd  semester and 4th semester participated wholeheartedly to make 
the assembly informative and memorable.  List of students is as follows: 

 

 

The students of both tutorial groups gathered in the college auditorium in the morning and 
begin with the preparation of the value education assembly. The stage was decorated and 
the Rangoli was also made at the entrance. Efforts were put on by the students in the 
practice sessions as well.  

 



   

 

At 12.00 noon, the assembly began after the warm welcome of the principal sir, teachers 
and the students of the college. The audience was welcomed by the Tanuja Upreti with a 
beautiful quote which said, “Everyday do something that will inch you closer to a better 
tomorrow.”  

 

The assembly then commenced with the prayer. The prayer is said to provide peace and 
serenity to the minds and souls. The prayer presented by the TG-7 and 8 was ‘TUMHI HO 
MATA PITA TUMHI HO’.  

 

 

 

The thought was then produced by Neha Thakur. She highlighted the importance of the 
hard-work in our lives. The news headlines were read by Ananya. She made the audience 
aware of the happenings all over the world.  



 

Since India is celebrating Martyrs day in remembrance of the sacrifice made by Shaheed 
Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev so to pay a tribute to them. Ramanjeet invited Jyoti 
Kumari to recite a poem. The soulful poem almost left everyone in tears. After that Sweety 
Thakur was called upon the stage to speak upon Down’s Syndrome which is celebrated 
every year on 21st March.  

 

  

 

Stuti Lakhera from TG-8 then highlighted the importance of the forests for a country and 
regarded forests of much more value than gold.  

Then Shivani was called to present a book review of the book “JOURNEY OF TREES” - A story 
about Forests, People and the Future by ZACH.ST.GEORGE. 

To celebrate the auspiciousness of the day Monday, as the day of the Mahadeva.  

Students of the both TG’s presented the religious song “SHIV KAILSHON K VASI”. They were 
being assisted by Mr. Munish from the department of the music. 

 

  



 

To celebrate the Waters day on 22nd March, Amisha and Monika presented a poem “PAANI 
DA MAHATAVA’”. A speech was also presented on the World water day by Deeksha 
Kaushal. 

To celebrate the upcoming World Theatre Day, a skit was presented on Human Rights. Four 
Major human rights were highlighted – 

 Right to Education. 
 Right against Discrimination. 
 Right to Life. 
 Right available to person with disability.  

Various forms of injustices were described and enacted by the students, and at the end a 
pledge was taken, that made people highlighted about the importance of the human rights. 
Audience was actually in awe for the performance. 

 

 

 

Stuti Lakhera the invited Gurpreet Kaur for a self written poem on “HAPPINESS”. 

Honorable Principal Sir, then addressed the assembly with his kind and motivating 
words. The assembly came to its finale with the students delivering the vote of the 
thanks to their mentors. This assembly was undoubtedly a result of the immense efforts 
put together by the TG In-charges and the students. It was once again true that when 
students and teachers work together, they surely create master-pieces.  

  

 

 


